
 

 

  

How high should the bar be 
set? 

by Richard Cluver 

When embarking on a lifetime investment plan, most young people are uncertain 
about how high they should set the bar.  

So let us start by noting that, according to the 2011 census, the average white 
employee currently earns R365 134 Rands a year or R30 428 a month and since 
the aim of most investors is to create sufficient capital to enable them to retire in 
comfort, that sum seems to me to be a suitable objective to aim for. Having said 
that, however, it is important to note that not everyone is as fortunate. 
BankservAfrica yesterday released its disposable salary index which revealed that 
the average salary of those employed in the formal sector is now R11 200 

Conveniently, since the long-term average dividend yield of Johannesburg Stock 
Exchange-listed blue chip shares is three percent, then the sum you need to have 
invested to provide you with, in round numbers, R30 000 a month is R12-million. 

Whenever I mention this sum to folk I meet I see a rolling of the eyes and a shrug 
of the shoulders which I take to mean that R12 million is an impossible sum to aim 
for. After all the greatest single asset most people own is their home and, given 
that they probably owe the bank a hefty part of its value in the form of their 
mortgage bond, the most the average person is worth is probably not much more 
than two to three million Rands. So how could they even dream of accumulating 
something like R12-million. 

Well let us start with the graph below which tracks the average growth in value of 
South African blue chip shares over the past 28 years. Obviously share prices go 
through a boom and bust cycle which scares a lot of people but, over long periods 
those cycles tend to flatten out so that it becomes possible to draw a straight line 



through a long-term graph just as I have done in the example below. And if you 
care to measure the slope of that line you will see that it is rising at 22.6% 
annually. Assuming too that you were to re-invest all the dividends you received 
from such an investment, thus taking your annual growth rate to 25.6%, you 
could conclude that any money you invested in a portfolio of blue chip shares 
would double in value every 2.8 years. 

 

  

So let us assume that you have exactly R30 000 a month after tax and that you are 
45 years of age and have just awoken to the fact that you need to do something 
about preparing for your retirement at age 65. Provided you are prepared to save 
a tenth of your income from now on and invest the money in blue chip shares you 
can be assured of a comfortable retirement.  In the following table, I thus assume 
that your salary grows by 6 percent a year throughout the next 20 years and that 
you invest 10% annually at the 25.6% growth rate of South African blue chips. 



 

As you can see, at the end of your career you will be the owner of shares worth 
R23-million which will be delivering you an annual income of + – R690 000 which 
represents a monthly income of R57 500….close to double the average salary of 
people your age today. 

Now, the reality is that you can do even better than this. I used my ShareFinder 
computer system to automatically generate a high growth portfolio of blue chip 
South African shares and it produced the following: 



 

Notice that this portfolio has been delivering a total return of 42.71 percent over 
the past ten years. Assuming that it continued to do so into the future, the 
consequence would be to provide our retiree with a portfolio worth R193-million 
delivering him a monthly income of R 482 500. In fact, if you consider the table 
below, our retiree could in fact retire after 14 years on an income equal to what 
he would have been earning at that stage. 

  



 

The reality, of course, is that you cannot simply buy a portfolio such as the one I 
have created and expect it to continue performing forever as it has done for the 
past ten years. Companies’ fortunes change and so you do need to monitor their 
performance and replace the underperformers with new growth shares as 
circumstances change over the years. The beauty of this exercise, however, is that 
the ShareFinder programme monitors portfolios, highlights the underperformers 
and recommends suitable replacements on a continual basis so you can always 
keep ahead of the game. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The third in a new series in the Investor  

by Richard Cluver  

Point and Figure Charting  

…and how to look for chart patterns  

A skilled technical analyst can read a complex chart in minutes and one of the first things he will look 
for is chart patterns which he can highlight by drawing trend lines. So forgive me if I now divert you 
into a charting technique that has to a great extent fallen into disuse but which offers the best basis 
for learning to recognise important chart patterns and understand what they can tell you about the 
future of a share.  

Devised by US stock market analyst A.W. Cohen during the 1940s, point and figure charting was the 
first share market technical analysis system to gain wide public acceptance. Since, however, the 
system ignored trading volumes and relied entirely upon a study of price movements it subsequently 
fell into relative disuse. However, a subsequent spin-off of the system known as Candlesticks has 
gained powerful support, particularly among eastern analysts and so it is very important, if you are 
serious about learning how to be proficient in chart analysis that you take this section to heart.  

Point and Figure Charting is one of the few systems that allows investors to make reasonably 
accurate projections of the magnitude of future price movements. In fact the chart pattern 
identification system that AW Cohen devised in the 1940s is as applicable to the patterns of the 
modern computer-drawn stochastic chart as it was to the original hand-drawn noughts and crosses 
of Cohen's charts.  

In order to explain them it is necessary to first explain how to construct a point and figure chart. 
And, most important of all, one needs to grasp the fact that, unlike a conventional moving line 
graph, time is excluded from the point and figure graph. The charts are constructed entirely from 
share price highs and lows. Rising prices are indicated by an ascending line of Xs and falling prices by 
a descending line of Os, each plotted within graph grid squares. Only when a trend switches from a 
rise to a fall, is there any lateral movement on the graph.  

In order to smooth the small daily price fluctuations which sometimes obscure the underlying 
market trends, most chartists prefer to make use of Cohen's three-point-reversal system. In terms of 
this, price movements of less than three plotting points are ignored if they represent a change of 
trend. For example, let us take a share which has been falling steadily in price and has reached 150 
cents. Assuming we have been plotting one cent movements and there should now occur a minor 
upward reaction to say 151 or 152, we would ignore this. Only if the price reached 153 would we 
plot Xs in the 151-cent, 152-cent and 153-cent graph squares.  

If, having reached 153 cents, the price should then fall back just one cent to 152, we would assume 
this was a temporary aberration in a still-rising trend. We would, in other words ignore a one-cent 
reversal. Indeed we would also ignore a two-cent reversal. Only if the price were to fall back to 150 
would we accept that the price trend had really changed direction and would at that stage fill in the 
appropriate descending Os at 152 cents, 151 cents and 150 cents.  



By the same token, if we were plotting on a five-point scale, the price 
would have to rise or fall 15 cents before we took notice of a change of 
direction. In other words, in terms of the three-point reversal system, a 
share price must rise or fall through three plotting points before we 
recognise that a change has occurred from a rising to a falling trend, or 
vice versa.  

For a share normally fluctuating below 50 cents, one graph square per 
cent would be acceptable, while one graph square to five cents would be 
used for a share fluctuating below 300 cents. In the case of exceptionally 
volatile shares, a series of scales might be used as the price moved up 
from one range to another, and one might note that such a transition of 
scales would have an additional buffering effect on the chart 
movements and formations.  

Interpreting patterns  

 

Having plotted this chart for several weeks, the chartist starts to look at 
the emerging patterns. Let us assume that on two occasions a share 
price has risen to 51 cents and subsequently fallen back to 36 cents and 
is once again rising (see illustration alongside). The chartist would view 
this with interest because 51 cents would represent a resistance level 
and 36 cents a support level. If on the third occasion it reached 51 cents 
again, the chartists would say a ``Triple Top'' formation had been 
achieved. If it then penetrated this resistance level and rose to 52 this 
would be regarded as a very strong buy signal. 

Statistically, according to research work done at Purdue University by 
Professor Robert Earl Davis, a Triple Top formation signals an anticipated 
28,7 per cent price improvement in 87,9 per cent of cases. Should the 
price fail to rise after the chartist has bought it, he would be fairly safe in 
the knowledge that there is strong support from buyers who regard the share as cheap at 36 cents 
and will always buy at this level. But should it fall to 36 cents and continue falling, he would sell 
immediately for the penetration of the ``Triple Bottom'' support line would suggest that there had 
been a change in the fundamentals of the share and in 93,5 per cent of cases this Triple Bottom 
penetration signals a price drop of 23 per cent below the support level.  

A Double Bottom or Top, is considered less reliable though it is accurate 80,3 per cent of the time. 
Other classic formations the chartist watches for are a Bullish signal, a Bullish Triangle, a 



Combination, a Spread Triple Top and a Bearish Signal Reversed. The reciprocals of these are a 
Bearish Triangle, and a Bearish Signal, a Combination and a Spread Triple Bottom.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Hard Number Index: Modest 
momentum 

By Brian Kantor  

The economy in April maintained a very modest forward momentum - but the 
outlook is deteriorating, not improving.  

Early data releases for vehicle sales and notes in circulation indicate that the economy in 
April 2014 maintained the modest forward momentum of the previous month. Our updated 
Hard Number Index (HNI), as we show below, is largely unchanged from the month before 
and reveals a similar outlook for still slower, but positive, growth rates in the months ahead.  

 

The Index is based upon 2010 values. Index values above 100 indicate forward momentum. As we 
show, according to the HNI, the economy began a period of positive growth in 2004 that has 
continued since, but for a brief move backwards after the Global Financial Crisis broke in 2008 when 
the rand weakened and interest rates rose.  

In the figure below we compare the HNI to the Reserve Bank’s coinciding business cycle indicator, 
also with a 2010 base, that has only been updated to January 2014 (with a value of 118). The 
Reserve Bank’s Indicator was still pointing higher in January 2014 while the HNI had turned lower in 
Q3 2013. The HNI has generally been a good timely leading indicator for the broader business cycle.  

   



 

The performance of unit vehicle sales and the note issue is shown below. The outcomes are better 
than the raw numbers on a seasonally adjusted basis. But for Easter coming later this year than in 
2013, such seasonal adjustments, as well as the raw numbers, need to be treated with caution.  

If current trends persist, vehicle sales are heading lower, from a smoothed rate of 52 000 units per 
month, to about 50 000 units, equivalent to an annual rate of 600 000 units by April 2015. The local 
industry sold 647 217 units in 2013. Trends in the note issue suggest that the cash cycle may bottom 
out in Q4 2014. If this turns out to be the case, this modest recovery would be very welcome.  

 

   



 

  

Hopefully for the state of the economy, the recent strength in the rand and a significantly lower 
maize price will have reduced the Reserve Bank’s forecast inflation rate as well as reduced the 
danger to the economy of higher short term interest rates that would undermine the prospects of 
any cyclical recovery.  



The Reserve Bank fortunately (in a close call) did not raise interest rates in March when the rand was 
much weaker and long term interest rates significantly higher. It is therefore difficult to see how the 
Monetary Policy Committee could argue this week for anything but maintaining interest rates at 
their current levels for a while longer.  

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 



 



Time for the ANC to move to 
the centre 

By Annabel Bishop, Investec Group’s chief economist 

The successful completion of the 2014 national and provincial elections opens up the opportunity for 
government policies to now become centrist, with focus on increasing the ease of doing business for 
the private sector, and so stimulating faster, more inclusive economic growth.  

Over the past few years, SA’s economic growth has been deteriorating substantially, and GDP 
growth is at risk of approaching the 1.0% y/y mark this year after recording 1.9% y/y in 2013, 2.5% 
y/y in 2012 and 3.6% y/y in 2011. Strike action and reduced supply of electricity has slowed 
production, while real household consumption expenditure growth has deteriorated on weakened 
financial health, waning demand, and flagging manufacturing production.  

Manufacturing production recorded a contraction of 6.1% qqsaa in the first quarter of this year, and 
with the contraction in mining and lower electricity production, the economy is at risk of stalling in 
the first quarter. Despite the worrying downward trend in economic growth, and ongoing 
strengthening of the rand, the SA Reserve Bank (SARB) has clearly communicated its intention to 
hike interest rates further. We continue to forecast no change in interest rates in May as there is no 
need to hike, with global monetary policy normalisation continuing at a sedate pace, and the first 
interest rate hike in the US only likely in the second half of 2015.  

 



 

The ongoing, significant appreciation of the rand should lower the SARB’s 2015 inflation forecast. 
Consumers have been negatively impacted by high debt levels and rising interest rates, while 
economic growth in China and the Eurozone (SA’s key trading partners) is underperforming, 
subduing SA’s export growth. The current account is in deficit, and will be as long as foreigners are 
substantial holders of domestic bonds and equities, resulting in outflows of dividend and coupon 
payments (which keeps the income and services account in substantial deficit).  

Should SA’s potential oil reserves prove viable for extraction from the deep waters off its coast, this 
could turn the trade deficit into a substantial surplus, counteracting part of the deficit on the 
services and income account. SA’s largest imports are oil and petroleum products. However, the 
Mineral and Resources Development Amendment Bill (MPRDA) of 2014 provides a disincentive to 
the foreign investment (FDI) needed to mine the resource due to the right to nationalise the whole 
venture. The bill needs to be amended in order to protect the private sectors’ property rights in 
order to stimulate FDI, while ensuring South Africa reasonably derives maximum benefit from its 
mineral resources.  

 



 

Inequality remains high, with SA ranking amongst the most unequal societies in the world, and a 
significant number of households live in poverty. Free State provision of basic services, housing and 
social grants are making meaningful inroads into the social deficit, but faster economic growth is 
needed to bolster tax revenues and reduce unemployment via private sector job creation (see 
figures 3 and 6). Only a tripling of the size of the private sector will sustainably reduce 
unemployment to single digits; the trend in recent years of expanding the size of the civil service 
merely places pressure on government finances, making it more difficult to reduce the fiscal deficit 
to 3.0% of GDP and adding to the concerns of the rating agencies.  

Regulatory reform, specifically a reduction in red tape and reduced state intervention in, and 
ownership of, the economy is needed to triple the size of the private business sector. Only through 
improving the ease of doing business in SA, including adding the vital component of flexibility to the 
labour market, will SA be able to triple the size of the private business sector and so avoid further 
rating downgrades by reducing social welfare dependency (as more individuals gain meaningful 
employment), and improving tax revenues.  

The rating agencies have recently voiced particular concern over the strikes, size of the budget 
deficit, ongoing feeble economic growth and the current account deficit. Continued migration 
toward populist policies and determination of the labour market will ensure SA falls into the down 
case scenario of figure 12 where the economy stalls and SA receives a further credit rating 
downgrade to its key long-term foreign currency sovereign debt rating.  



 

 

 

To lift economic growth to the 5-6% mark, and fulfil the aims of the NDP (National Development 
Plan), centrist, market friendly government policies based on the tenets of economic freedom are 
needed. Economic freedom includes the maintenance of the rule of law (property rights and 
freedom from corruption), regulatory efficiency, limited state intervention and open markets.  

Instead, the National Democratic Revolution of the South African Communist Party (SACP) under its 
five year plan entitled SOUTH AFRICAN ROAD TO SOCIALISM” advises a move further left, stating 
“(w)ithout understanding the deep-rooted capitalist accumulation path legacy we are up against, it 
is impossible to provide a clear programmatic understanding of the national democratic revolution.” 
The ANC’s in June 2012 stated that “(t)he pursuit of the national democratic revolution requires that 
we be constantly engaged in the ideological struggles”. The ANC added that its “renewal programme 



must take into account the need to deepen the relationship with the South African Communist Party 
and COSATU”.  

The SACP’s plan to “Advance and Deepen Working Class Power and Hegemony in all key sites of 
struggle” explains that “(t)ens of thousands of South African communists have taken up the 
challenges of governance, as cabinet ministers, members of legislatures, provincial executives, 
mayors and counsellors, as officials and workers throughout the public service, including the armed 
forces and in the safety and security institutions.” The SACP’s states this is its “key strategic 
approach to advancing the struggle through a national democratic revolution in alliance with our 
tripartite partners as the most direct road to socialism in our country” “ to transform the work-place; 
our communities; and the critical battle of ideas.”  

 

In recent years, COSATU and the SACP have gained greater influence over the economy. Increased 
strike action evidences the deterioration in cooperation in labour-employer relations, and these 
work stoppages have substantially slowed economic growth. The rise in strike action has also 
negatively affected the ability to bring new electricity capacity on line, and the grid has become 
increasingly constrained.  

Labour laws have become increasingly inflexible, reducing SA’s competiveness and so both the 
potential and actual economic growth rate. The South African Communist Party’s national 
democratic revolution (NDR) is in the process of implementation. The Expropriation Bill, Mineral and 
Resources Development Amendment Bill (MPRDA) of 2014 and “Final Policy Proposals on 
"Strengthening the Relative Rights of the People Working the Land"” advocates increased state 
control of the economy, and/or increased worker ownership.  

The implementation of these bills will further depress private investor sentiment and confidence, 
and diminish the likelihood of private sector expansion as both the ability to price risk and security of 
investment reduce. Increased regulatory burden on its own greatly increases the cost of doing 
business via time required to achieve compliance. Additionally, lack of required skills and experience 
in some areas of the civil service increase interaction time for the business sector in compliance. The 
professionalization of the civil service still has not been achieved, and is a contributor to South 
Africa’s dwindling growth rate, along with the negative impact populist policies and laws have on 
investor sentiment and so economic growth.  

The rating agencies have warned that continued slowdown in the pace of economic growth on 
escalating strike action and populist policies, which place pressure on the fiscal deficit and slow 
economic growth (and negatively impact the current account), would substantially raise the risk of a 
credit rating downgrade (see figure 12). A credit rating downgrade would cause substantial rand 
weakness and significantly higher borrowing costs on sovereign and corporate debt. Credit and 
capital becomes more expensive, increasing the cost of doing business, and capital flight can result, 
further exacerbating rand depreciation.  

   



EM Carry Trade Looks 
Vulnerable 

By Joyce Poon, Gavekal Asia Research Director  

Over the last two months, emerging markets have delivered a handsome rally, with 
the MSCI emerging markets index recording a 7% return in US dollar terms, 
compared with just 1% for the developed markets. The trouble is that this rally has 
been driven primarily by investors’ growing enthusiasm for carry trades in an 
environment of declining global volatility. Experience teaches this is an engine which 
can all too suddenly be thrown into reverse.  

The defining feature of the current run-up in emerging markets is that the greater the 
sell-off a country suffered last year, the stronger the rally it has enjoyed this year. As 
a result, the so-called “fragile five”—Brazil, India, Indonesia, Turkey, and South 
Africa—the markets most reliant on foreign capital and so most vulnerable during 
last year’s taper tantrum, are no longer looking quite so fragile. Since their lows in 
January, the Turkish lira has surged 13%, the Brazilian real 10%, the South African 
rand 8% and the Indonesian rupiah and Indian rupee 6% each.  

It hasn’t taken long for the rebound to flow through to stock markets. In local 
currency terms, an investor with an equally-weighted allocation to each of the fragile 
five’s equity markets will already have seen his portfolio regain its previous high 
reached in May 2013 (see chart below).  

 



As investors, we like equity rallies to be 
propelled by fundamental factors, like earnings 
re-ratings or growth surprises. But there is little 
behind this rally to suggest any sustainable 
economic healing. Sure, there are pockets of 
earnings re-ratings because of last year’s 
currency depreciation, but we see little in 
terms of broad-based economic surprises. 
According to the Citi Eco Surprise Index, 
economic data in the emerging market has 
largely surprised on the downside so far this 
year. Most forward-looking indicators, 
especially in Asia, are signalling no prospect of 
any decisive upturn in the growth outlook. 
What’s more, the prevailing direction of 
economic and monetary policies is hardly 
investor-friendly. Credit moderation remains 
the order of the day in China, while policy 
settings have been on hold among many of the 
other major emerging markets in the run-up to 
national elections. And with food prices turning 
up, monetary easing is now off the table for 
emerging market central bankers.  

That leaves the search for carry as the 
principal engine of the current rally. The 
markets which sold off most violently last year, 
and which have rebounded most strongly over 
the last couple of months, are those offering 
the most attractive yields. As volatility in global 
financial markets fell this year, and lingering 
fears of emerging market contagion 
evaporated, the lack of yield on cash prompted 
investors to turn once again to the high 
yielding emerging market currencies and fixed 
income markets which took such a beating last year.  

The widespread return of calm which has underpinned the revival of the emerging 
market carry trade is marked, and even ominous. Unless you are trading the 
renminbi or the Russian market, volatility levels in major equity markets, currency 
pairs, CDS spreads and basis swaps are once again approaching, if not already 
below, the lows seen last April. Even Chinese CDSs are at year-to-date lows, 
despite the worries over China’s growth trajectory, while volatility in the Brent crude 
market has fallen even as geopolitical uncertainty has mounted. While low volatility is 
nothing new in the era of financial repression, it still signals a remarkable rebound in 
confidence given expectations that the Fed will halt its balance sheet expansion 
within a few months.  

On this premise, the moment that volatility returns, the emerging markets will be 
extremely vulnerable to investor repositioning. Quite what the trigger might be is 
impossible to say. But history teaches us that volatility rarely stays this low for long.  



   

The US Viewpoint 

By John Mauldin  

Just as exponential growth in government debt starts to destabilize the global economy – with 
enormous and growing risks to growth and productivity in Japan, the United States, Europe, China, 
and even many of the emerging markets – John believes the constant doubling of computing power 
since the late 1950s has brought us to the point where our technological capabilities are taking 
exponentially larger leaps every year. That constantly accelerating computing power is enabling 
innovation so profound and disruptive that it looks and feels like magic.  

The question John asks is, “Can the private sector innovate and create wealth faster than 
governments and central banks can destroy it?” We are optimistic that the human race will continue 
its march forward in the coming decades, but bad policy can stifle innovation and hurt us 
economically. Ultimately, John’s question will need to be answered on a country-by-country basis… 
and the distinguished speakers who followed John today gave us a lot of additional food for thought 
as we contemplate the path ahead.  

Former Speaker of the US House of Representatives Newt Gingrich asserted that the pioneers of the 
future (the dreamers, innovators, and entrepreneurs) will eventually break out past the prison 
guards of the past (irresponsible and overprotective governments, central bankers, and special 
interests). Ultimately the rising tide of productivity growth will allow our economic future to 
transcend past experience, but those gains will be unevenly distributed during the transition – 
continuing to fuel a political shift from right to left.  

We heard a similar view from former President Reagan’s most-quoted living author, George Gilder, 
who argued that the study of economics must evolve and embrace the lessons of information 
theory, as he outlined in his 2013 book Knowledge and Power: The Information Theory of Capitalism 
and How It is Revolutionizing Our World. Mr. Gilder draws a brilliant insight from the way 
information like phone conversations, emails, and video is transmitted. The electromagnetic 
spectrum, he argues, is a completely predictable carrier, governed by speed of light. The information 
it carries, on the other hand, is highly unpredictable. It takes a low-entropy, no-surprises carrier to 
reliably transmit high-entropy, surprising content. If the carrier itself were to introduce a lot of noise 
into the signal, our communications would be a jumble.  

These ideas from the fields of physics and information theory have extremely important implications 
for public policy in an age of accelerating technological transformation. In order for innovation to 
thrive, productivity to surge, and living standards to dramatically rise over the coming decades, we 
need “low-entropy" legal, regulatory, tax, and monetary policy, and stable institutions to implement 
it. Too much noisy interference from governments and central banks that distorts market incentives 
and increases the hassles of doing business can stifle innovation and discourage entrepreneurship. 
That’s why it is so critical for governments around the world to understand the technological 
transformation in progress and to actively pursue the reforms their economies will desperately need 
to participate in the new global economy.  

That’s a worrying dynamic if we pay attention to the Heritage Foundation’s Stephen Moore, who 
harps on the distortions in public policy, or if we consider Hoisington Management’s Dr. Lacy Hunt, 
who explained to us today that, in aggregate and contrary to popular belief, total debt-to-GDP 
across the world’s major economies has INCREASED by nearly 35% in the years since 2008. And even 
more importantly, the new debt has been taken on disproportionately by the real problem 
economies: Japan, the Eurozone, and China.  

http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOi6fRNDRV-2BTSjVEnCVeXlbO5jLEcX8ZyQ0JEErAS6X4sM2e6yokk5P48-2BXze0LtxRCsWhQwll5JZfvAuc-2BaZGfVv0Nv5-2FgBn7cDF3ooSvCvpJeMgpTD0i92Gbvd0Evtk26Q-3D-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxkMSmRoWDEvJGhkZwtcN-2Bthi5ZFqsgkGyDS-2FORT8rSr5-2FxNhRl5pEs8x6G7Qu2OdnVJX4XUNHwIH9N-2FcES5Iz4LHYMxmweREnbNLQSjYsve84Tw1EN7ILOHBkYpT5IyIzPeS4BFFO0dFGO90bgMZsIemF2ZAHvZ23hBcikzaVxJu8JVUJpefoPlT-2B423FvU4K8R53RPB49SQnKp-2FS7rbEJgtZJ-2F10TWJGs6XXksK19ilA-3D-3D
http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOi6fRNDRV-2BTSjVEnCVeXlbO5jLEcX8ZyQ0JEErAS6X4sM2e6yokk5P48-2BXze0LtxRCsWhQwll5JZfvAuc-2BaZGfVv0Nv5-2FgBn7cDF3ooSvCvpJeMgpTD0i92Gbvd0Evtk26Q-3D-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxkMSmRoWDEvJGhkZwtcN-2Bthi5ZFqsgkGyDS-2FORT8rSr5-2FxNhRl5pEs8x6G7Qu2OdnVJX4XUNHwIH9N-2FcES5Iz4LHYMxmweREnbNLQSjYsve84Tw1EN7ILOHBkYpT5IyIzPeS4BFFO0dFGO90bgMZsIemF2ZAHvZ23hBcikzaVxJu8JVUJpefoPlT-2B423FvU4K8R53RPB49SQnKp-2FS7rbEJgtZJ-2F10TWJGs6XXksK19ilA-3D-3D


 

With a powerful grasp of an enormous body of academic research (and armed with some hard-
hitting discoveries of his own), Dr. Hunt warns that debt deflation – not inflation – is the biggest 
near-term risk. While inflationist’s like to chant Milton Friedman’s famous mantra “Inflation is 
always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon,” Lacy pulled back the curtain on Friedman’s 
lesser-known research and explained that the famous characterization of inflation ultimately 
depends on stable or rising monetary velocity… sans sufficient monetary velocity, inflation does not 
materialize. I really need to think through Dr. Hunt’s research to a greater extent and plan to spend a 
lot of time reviewing the conference recordings in the coming weeks. (You can do so, too, by 
ordering the SIC MP3/CD Audio Set at our discounted pre-event price. It’s available here.)  

Dylan Grice largely concurred with Dr. Hunt. In his thoughtful outlook for a breakdown in 
international monetary cooperation, instigated by Japan’s dangerous move toward tit-for-tat central 
banking, Dylan warned that the world’s central banks are drifting into a dangerous prisoner’s 
dilemma.  

In one of those wonderful moments that happen only at a conference of this quality, Dylan 
mentioned in conversation later in the day that a Minsky-like inflationary moment can absolutely 
happen if velocity (rather than interest rates) skyrockets. Paul McCulley had already claimed, in his 
lunchtime address, that major governments with control over their own printing presses do not have 
Minsky Moments, but he later had to concede that Dylan could be right in the event of a major 
policy error.  

 

http://email.mauldineconomics.com/wf/click?upn=U8GusXYvzQrI-2BTfpBInOiw4cuS1SqQfCbK1N-2BAM97HH3z8myR4097XnXqDPRg8TXlpdC52vZcLq6bYUO-2Bbypqg-3D-3D_p9c2Pq5BRWXelYclnUuZYwT-2FiXER7CSDluFOoQaUdxkMSmRoWDEvJGhkZwtcN-2Bth0EArnPBIOc8UgmSUDLRIwbWnjVgawvE3ye9wAuZi4d22cdnwa0lnlxt8JxkBq7ZuzBUx0hnnkOB1Vok9WeHY8fMP4KLrlEnGSWqjCPSavJfrUf5mE5pO0c8zqxND5Brjoua7VIwYApTFBdT6oyytnTIXbkEGru8e7gcQ1Yczey-2FOgRgD21Bc3U8EJudwKgOY0hQHxQ-2FKQ95lNjjuKQEibQ-3D-3D
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